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NARRATIVE

This project was organized in an attempt to provide local schools and

school districts with the best available information regarding slow learners

in secondary school mathematics.

The information was disseminated through two workshop conferences (spring

and summer), a newsletter, and follow-up field visits to the participating

school districts. Ten participating schools and school districts were selected

and each was represented by a team of participants including an administrator,

a mathematics supervisor and a key mathematics teacher.

The participants selected consisted of 10 teams of 3 people each. There

were 8 secondary school mathematics teachers, 5 mathematics chairmen, 7 district

mathematics coordinators, 6 assistant principals, 3 principals, and 1 assistant

superintendent; thirty people in all, making up the list of participants. There

was widespread interest in the New York Metropolitan 3 county area (Queens, Nassau

and Suffolk) in participating in the project and the ten selected schools and

districts were chosen from 34 applicants. Three New York City Queens school

districts, 3 Nassau County districts and 4 districts from Suffolk County were

selected.

The beginning spring conference took the participants away from their

school districts for 2 nights and 3 days and was highly successful. (See

evaluation section.) It focused upon prominent improvement programs for

slow learners in math. Guest speakers came from the Denver University, the

Baltimore County Schools, and the Oakland County Schools in Michigan. These

speakers conducted "hands-on" workshops as they provided typical experiences

from their programs for our participants. The overnight aspect of the conference

also enabled participants and guest speakers to informally meet and discuss

common problems. Meetings were also held by job title: administrators,
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math supervisors, teachers; as time was provided

and concerns. The conference was concluded with

Max Sobel. It was an intensive early morning to

slow learners mathematics in secondary schools.

for an exchange of ideas

a luncheon address by Professor

evening experience in teaching

This conference was followed

with a 2-day drive-in conference during the summer held at Queens College in

late August, shortly before the reopening of the schools in September. This

conference was also highly effective in dissemination of information and high-

lighted particular problems in teaching math to slow learners, such as diag-

nostic techniques. Workshops were conducted by guest speakers focusing upon

the use of hand calculators and the development of problem-solving ability.

In addition, the project director conducted a workshop on motivational

techniques and an exchange workshop was held where the participants shared

with each other some of their own favorite activities. Job-title meetings

were also held and rounded out this two-day conference.

A quarterly Newsletter, The Mathematics Learning Exchange, was begun

to provide participants with a continuous flow of information regarding

programs and problems, and served as a means of communication between par-

ticipants. (See sample copy in appendix.)

In order to encourage implementation of the information disseminated,

follow-up field visits were made to participating school districts by the

project director and visiting consultant, completing all of the activities

of this information dissemination program.

OUTCOMES

The association, through the varied activities of this program, between

Queens College staff and public school teachers, supervisors and administrators

was a productive one. A very specific positive result was the organization of
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the participating school districts into a loose consortium called "The Ten

Schools Coalition." Because of a strong desire to continue the relationship

begun by the overnight Spring Conference, the participants suggested that

they form a coalition to meet their specific needs. To this end, the Ten

Schools Coalition, working together with the project director, organized

and conducted a one-day conference focusing upon the New York State Regents

Competency Examination. A total of about 60 educators were present for the

lectures and workshops featuring a keynote speaker from the Bureau of Mathe-

matics of the New York State Department of Education. The effective area

of influence of the dissemination program was increased dramatically as the

conference was attended by many teachers and supervisors in addition to the

program participants. An interesting and productive spirit of cooperation

between the participating schools and school districts was enhanced.

There were some unexpected problems encountered that were of significance.

A surprising number of school district administrators and supervisors were

reluctant to participate in the field visit aspect of the program. The

visiting consultant had responsibility for visiting five school districts

and had difficulty arranging appointments at each one. The project director

also had responsibility for visiting five districts and two of these proved

virtually impossible to visit. One can only speculate as to the causes, but

it seems clear that difficult financial problems are sapping the strength of

school people and they are not anxious for their programs to be seen and feel

it may be a burden to have visitors. In this respect, it seems that the project

has not been successful in defining clearly the role of the visiting consultant

to the participants. On those occasions when the project director did visit the

schools, he was shown around as if he were a visiting dignitary rather than a

consultant coming to provide services. Future programs will certainly take this

into account.

8
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Another problem encountered resulted in a change of visiting consultant.

The visiting consultant had difficulty understanding his role in the total

program and in the conferences in particular. The conferences were organized

to present information without regard for the philosophical base of those in-

volved. The visiting consultant, on the other hand, persisted in pursuing a

particular point of view at the expense of a broad appeal. After discussion,

a mutual agreement was made that allowed for replacement of the visiting con-

sultant. The new consultant was equally strong in education and experience and

more sympathetic to the stated goals of the program. Evidently the goals of the

program need to be carefully clarified for all participating staff members.

RESULTS OF EVALUATION

Evaluation attempted to frame answers to two basic questions:

Is the model used in this program effective in getting the information to

the participants? If it is, will the participants put the information into use in

their schools? The first question is a great deal easier to respond to than the

latter.

The focus of this evaluation was to assess the extent to which participants

were satisfied with the workshop experiences and to determine the components of

participants' satisfaction with the workshop and conference.

A Summary of Results and Conclusions

In general, participants were well satisfied with the workshops and the

conference as a whole. Without exception the second (morning) sessions received

higher satisfaction ratings than did the first (afternoon) sessions. Our data

do not permit any firm conclusions regarding why such a pronounced (practice,

sequence, recency, fatigue, or time-of-day?) effect should have occurred.

The participants' evaluation profiles of the workshop leaders were generally

elevated indicating a very positive view of the conference. There were very

9
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few questions which teachers responsted to differently than did supervisors or

administrators. The differences observed were not dramatic in nature, generally

they were approximately one scale point or less.

A more complex analysis of the overall conference evaluation reveals that three

major clusters of elements accounted for the major sources of satisfaction ob-

tained by the participants from the conference.

The overall evaluation of the conference was highly associated with both

the setting in which the conference took place, and the experience of remaining

together, as a team, for the duration of the conference. The participants dis-

tinguished between aspects of the conference under direct administrative control

and those features that were only more remotely related to administrative con-

trol. In addition, the availability of resource personnel was associated with

participants' overall satisfaction with the program.

A second factor, unrelated to participants' overall evaluation of the

workshop, but a source of satisfaction, nonetheless, proceeded from interactions

between and among consultants and participants.

A third factor involving the satisfaction of participants reflects a

varying sense of ease in informal interchange, ease which was somewhat greater

for administrators and supervisors than it was for teachers.

The free responses of participants to the questionnaire were congruent with

the findings reported above. Fifteen of the 28 respondents added comments to the

questionnaire. Four offered praise of selected aspects of the conference, its

goal orientation, atmosphere, and the close focus upon the topic. Six made re-

quests for more time to be spent on various elements of the program. Eight

participants made suggestions for topics they would like to have seen included

in the conference. Several of these suggestions have been adopted and will be

made part of the summer portion of the program.

In general, the free responses can be divided into two categories; out-

right praise and requests for more of both time to work in more depth and addi-

tional topics to be covered. Both of these categories are reflective of an

extremely successful enterprise. 10
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Overall Spring Conference Evaluation

At the end of the last workshop session prior to the final gathering for

luncheon which terminated the conference, a seven-item questionnaire was

given to each of the conference participants. The first six items on

the evaluation form were designed to determine the extent to which each

of the components of the conference contributed to the overall success

while the final item was an overall rating of the conference's success.

The data indicate a favorable attitude towards the components of the

conference and the conference in general on the part of each of the con-

stituent groups. A question by question breakdown of the results follows.

Each statement allowed for a nine-point scale response with g being the

most positive response.

1. The conference took place during a school week rather than
over a weekend or on a school holiday.

The mean response for all subjects was 7.71 with a median of 8.25. Admin-

istrators had the lowest mean score of 7.00 and supervisors the highest (8.22).

Teachers and supervisors had equal median scores (8.59) with a median for

administrators of 7.75.

2. The conference was removed from an institutional setting.

The mean for all subjects was 8.43. Administrators had the lowest mean of

8.25 and the teachers were high at 8.55. The median score for all groups was

at or slightly above (less than 0.25) the mean for that group. All three

groups gave this item the highest rating.

3. The participants remained together for the duration of the conference.

The mean for all subjects was 8.07 with the median at 8.5. Supervisors and

administrators both rated this item as one of the to most positive items

(mean = 8.3) but the mean rating given by teachers of 7.73 was one of that

groups lowest ratings given an item.

11
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4. A team consisting of a teacher, supervisor and administrator
from the same district attended the conference.

The mean for all subjects was 8.17 with the teachers and supervisors having

means slightly above the grand mean (8.27 and 8.33 respectively) and

administrators being slightly below the grand mean at 7.88. The median

score for all groups was between 8.38 (teachers) and 8.60 (supervisors).

S. Informal discussion sessions were held among conference
participants.

Supervisors and Administrators indistinguishable in terms of their

response to this item (7.89 and 7.88 respective means). Teachers, however.

gave this item their lowest rating with a mean of 6.91.

Resource personnel :Jere available.

All groups had virtually the same response to this item with the grand

mean of 7.39, supervisors lo%7 a. and ceacherr. Li !7 . In

ters the Lica!: rani or ;Ali subjects, this item received the lowest

positive rating.

The final item was an overall evaluation of the conference. Again, on

this item all three groups were almost indistinguishable. The mean for

all subjects was 7.64 ( median 7.8'0 with a very small spread of 0.17

between the low (supervisors 7.56) and the high (teachers = 7.73).

In addition to the seven items on the questionnaire participants were invited

to make additional comments or suggestions for improving future conferences.

Tweety-eit ri) people completed the questionnaires and eighteen (18) of

these had some kind of written comment. Some individuab commented on only

one area, others commented or suggesce:: 1G varL)a!!,

12
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breakdown is given below._ Numbers in_parenthesem-fok tE the
egory

name indicate the total number of individuals who coent*4 in that

dicate thecategory. The items listed beneath the category heal,A Ong t"

specific area toward which a comment was directed.

P or , forwardA: General praise of the conference as worthwtJ o- Looking

to the follow-up with no additional comments (3).

1: Specific praise of Conterence items (4)----

and
con'1. The goal orientation of the participant0 e coo

leaders.

2. The atmosphere and the conference setti00.

3. The limited number of speakers on a cenC°1 Nam.

PnmeC: Suggested a need for reevaluating the apporC nt

throughout the conference (6).

1. More and longer informal discussion sew)

2. More time for some of the speakers (Max

3. One afternoon for recreation.

5,onts.

0obei

of tiaie

Cited
specifically)

4. Greater in-depth study of one particular Progr
4M in

all its

aspects from initiation to evaluation.

D: Indicated topics which need inclusion in the program

1. Use of calculators in the classroom

2. Problem solving approaches

3. Motivation

4. Self image of the students

5. Preparing classroom materials -- text

6. Nitty Gritty (classroom management)

7. Reading skills in the math area

13
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coCK ONE: Teacher

9

CONFERENCE EVALUATION

Supervisor ' ' Administrator

DiOCTIONS: Consider the numbers on the rating scale as continuous with thedescription indicating direction. Circle only ONE number in response to eachstatement.

Indicate the extent to which each of
conference contributed to the overall

Ir..--Theconferencetook place-during
or during a school holiday.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

1

the following characteristics of this
success of the conference.

aSchoOl week rather than over a weekend

The conference was removed from

6 7, . 2., .. ..
a school or institutional settingS.

N
6 7 9 %.b .

1
...2

The participants remained together for the duration of the conference

14

egy

6

A team consisting of a teacher, supervisor and administrator from t
district attended the conference.

14 6 7

informal discussion sessions were held among participants and

I

suftjnts.

04

5 ¢ 9

Resource personnel were available before and after the work

2 6

please give your overall evaluation of this conference.

3 5 6

1 ii

7

°psi

.0

1

8 C
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Evaluation of the Individual Workshop Sessions (Spring)

The conference had as major components four workshop session, each led by

an individual with a };rent deal of experience in working, with th,. slow learner

in mathematics. In organizing the confereuce it ',:as decided to divide the

thirty participants into smaller ..oups for a more active ,.. ;:shop experir

As such ::orkshop .'as prt.t..ntc:! ice .;:th half :)f the

particii.arLs a- '!1-..::!c, at. a -ivct..

coc'ererci.: %es to collpitt7e tYenty-item questionnatrz:
--------_-

-to-evalnate -each -of-the-irkshop-sessions.-- Each item on-the -questionnaire-had a

nine -point scale response with 1 representing the most positive response. Sinc.

participants were exposed to the workshops in different orders, order of presen-

tation was considered in the analysis of the data obtained. The data collected

from the participants rating the workshop sessions was tabulated using the SPSS

packao statAstics were generated. A profile of the ratings

given Odch workhop leader ,s pepar:y. inli.cat4.m; mean sccres for the first

and second sessions. In addition, summary profiles were prepared indicating

Session I and Session 11 ratings combining all workshops and oll participants.

Finally a similar profile was prepared separating the ratings given by each of

the three constituent groups (teachers, supervisors and administrators). The

profiles for the individual workshop leaders are presented to the conference

coordinators to give specific feedback in determining which of the presenters

might be most beneficial in future conferences. The coordinators might also

wish to provide each leader with their own profile as feedback to themselves.

A statistical analysis of the mean scores for each leader appears in the

appendix.



The combined groups summary of all workshop sessions profile seemed To

corroborate the findings of the conference evaluation. All three

constituent groups making up the conference, teachers, supervisors, and

administrators, indicated favorable attitudes towards the workshop sessions

as a whole. An interesting phenomenon was observed, however, when the data

weve graphed according to the order of presentation. The ratings given to

the first presentation of all workshops (Session I) and the ratings given

to the second presentation of all workshops (Session II), when plotted on

uniform scales, resulted in almost parallel paths. This result was initially

observed when all participants were considered together, however, the pattern

remained the same when the three ,:le311-,tituent groups were considered separately.

Observations from the graphs of Workshop Evaluation Ratings

1. Participants rated session II more positively than session I on

all items.

2. Within session II, the paths representing each of the constituent

groups intersect frequently. The groups tend to respond similarly to each

statement with no group being more than 0.4 units from the total mean score

on any one item.

3. Within session I, the paths of the graphs of supervisors and admin-

istrators intersect nine times and coincide five times indicating rather close

agreement between these groups. The graph representing mean teacher ratings

tends to be separate from these two with less positive ratings in all cases

(19) except one.

4. None of the graphs representing session I intersect the graphs

representing session II. They do in fact appear almost parallel, approaching

each other in response to only one item. ( #13 - My questions were dealt with

satisfactorily.)

16
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The results of tqbulating all data on all workshop sessions yielded the

following information:

The grand mean for all workshops, for all participants for all sessions

7 = 3.46 s.d. = 1.83

Separating the responses into Session I and Session Ii scores yields:

X' = 4.05

s.d.1 = 1.98

72 2.87

s.d.
2 = 1.66

Reversing these scores so that they become comparable with the nine-point

scale where nine represented the most positive rating as used in the overall

conference evaluation, it is possible to observe the relative congruence

between the workshop evaluations and the overall conference evaluation.

Session I Session II Total Conference Evaluation

X = 5.95 X = 7.13 X = 6.54 X = 7.64
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WORKSHOP SESSION. EVALUATION

TITLE OF sesstrN I Au- Weft:Weft

TITLE OF SESSION 2 ALL. Welli-564oft

CHECK ONE: Teacher Supervi'sor Administrator

1. To what extent was this session related to the teaching concerns of teachers ofnow learners?

1 2?
k

ir
3 5 6 7 8 9

1

I

2. How interested% would slow earners be in the material presented?

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 0000000000000000000000000000000000
1 2 3 5 6 7

3. To what extentiwould slow earners be challenged by the material?

1 2 )3
5 6 7 8 9

4. I feel that/the material escribed
would be useable by a classroom teacherof slow leyners.

3 5 6 7 8 9

5. This ses.sil would be a wo thwhile experience for others in my district.
I

1 2

1 2 3

6. How well was time `Apportioned

5 6 7 8 9

to this activity?

1 3 1 4 6 7 8 9

7. This session was thl type I hoped would attend at a conference dea:iing with414ernatIves for slyw learners.

1 2 3

8. The presentation was w. 1 organized.

6 7 8 9

1 2 1/
Li 5 6 7 8 91

1

9. The speaker demo strated the expertise I would expect from a workshop leader,

1 a 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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10. The speaker demonstrated the creativity I would expect from a leader in the field.

2 T 3 4 5 6

11: The spelaker comm nicated hls/her ideas well.

5 6

12. The session offered imulating material.
1

1 2 3 4 5
1

13. Hy questibns were ealt with satisfactorily.

6

3. 2 4 5

7 8 9

7 8 9

7 8 9

8 9

14. To what eitenc would the content of this session be of practical use for
classroom, in your sc ool (district)?

1 2 .3 5 Fs 7 8 9

15. This session provided nqe with n un arstandings about the slow learner.

1 2 3 4/ ).. S C 7 8 9

16. This session helped 4hieve eh objectives of this conference.

/
1 2 i 4 5 6 7 8 9

k

1
17. Bow successful was this session as a training experience for YOU?

. 1

1 2 3 4 5 & 7 8 2

\

18. This session will irluenF.e.. t.e way I teach and/or the way I view others teaching.

1 2 3 )
5 6 7 8 9

19. How helpful will the
/

things y u learned in this session be for the students
in your school diArict?

1

3. 4 5 6 7 8 9

20. This session yas a valuab experience.

a
1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9

19
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WORKSHOP SESSION .EVALUATION

THIN GRAPH

HEAVY GRAPH

teacher Supervisor Administrator

1. To what extent was this session related to the teaching concerns of teachers of
elow learners?

4 ? ... i...... 4 5 6 T. e

1

v
, .

2. How interested wOul !low leVao s be in ti,e tlattrial presented?
i

IN 6 7

/ :/
3. To what extent wau1 slow 4e/ arTer be challenged by the material?

/

6 2
1

1

4. I feel that the aterial dkscrip,ed would be useable by a classroom teacher
of slow learner

1

1 \
2 ...1, 3 %

r ...7 5' 6 7 8 2
1

i

I

5. This session ,A, d be a wor+witil experience for others in my district.

I.

s.

6. How well was time apcNr fon!!d to this ac ,vity?

5 6 T 0

6
7 8

1
i :

/

I 4oj1 oLteui at o c,Ji:fert:wic dealiub with
1

3 4...,r. 4 7 e 2

7. This se!:r.i8n writ, the typ I hopz.d
alternotiv:r vie... 1 inc.,

2

/
*" /

8. pronentation

414 ,: .........

9. . . ,01).:trp!,.! co- I nuld r:TecL from 4 4.otn%,..p !rad-v.
. 1 C

J 6 8

0
4
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10. The speaker cl,.monstrated the creativity I would expect from rt. lender in the field.

1
r.

...3..,. 4 5 4 7 0 2

U.' The speaker sunicage!I his/her ideas well.

1 z 4 5 4 7 0 2

12. The session o red stimu a ng material.

1 ? 1

8

1

13. My questions.w re Llt,,i4it satisfactorily .

\

14. To what extent ould tin% ann ent of this session be of practical use for
classrooms in i.ur ischoolAdi trict)?

f
. \

\

\
6

4 5 6

7 8 2

7 2

4

.,
15. This session provided me wit new u.,rst.. ding:: about the blow learner.

,,
\

:
.$,. ;5%2 3 4' 4 7 1 0 2

./ /

.- /
i

16. This session helped cc eve/the ob/Yeqive of this conference.

/ / ..

0

17. How surtessful wa: ij c tession::LA a training c,:pericnce for YOU?

4 9

1

16. This session will influ AAt the uaki teach and/or the way 1 view others reachiN..

S 6 T 6 2

6 7

h

19. no,: helpful will the th
t. ycu tentIicl in this session he foc the studtnrs

in your s..:houl dintriq,i
t

1

1 ; .:3. .A...). 0 7 6 0

:
./-

. /
20. This ,..sLon wan a 1491e e7illeri 1.ce.

/ / :
1 2 ./1...../ 4 5 0 7 6 2

21
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WORKSHOP SESSIONEVALUATION
HOFFMAN

TITLE OF SESSION 1

TITLE OF SESSION 2

CHECK ONE: Teacher Supervisor Administrator

I. To what extent was this session related to the teaching concerns of teachers of
slow learners?

1 / 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

2. How interest d.would slow learners be in the material presented?

3. To whatextent la uld slow learners be challenged by the material?
1

1 2 11: 5 6 7 9
/

4. 1 feel' that e material described would be useable by a classroom teacher
of s'ow lea era.

I

f -
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

I

5. Thiks session would be a worthwhile experience for others in my district.
I

(
` \2 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

6. How wel1'was time ortioned to this activity?

1
)it

5 6 7 8

7. This sessioA was the type i hoped I would attend at a conference dealing with
alternativei for slow Lear era.

1 2 3 5

8. The/presenta on wa-J well organize'.
/

1

9. /The a eaker demonstrated the expertise I would expect from a workshop leader.

3 5

6 7 8 9

6 7 8 9

1 3 14 5 6 7 8 9
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10. The speaker demonstrated the creativity I would expect from a leader Ln the field.

r 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1

11.4 e speaker communicated his/her ideas well.

1 t 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

I

12.1 The se sion offered stimulating material.
1

...A.

\
1 ` 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

13. My qufst ns were dealt with satisfactorily .

1 2 7 3 4 5 & 7 8 9

14. To 4at e. tent would the content of this session be of practical use for
classrooms in your school (district)?

1 4 5 & 7 8 9

15. This sesstbn provided me th new understandings about the slow learner.
Nk

\

1 2 3 14 6 7 8 9

/
/.

16. This session helped ach ie the objectives of this conference.

1 2 74 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
i

17. How 9uccessful was is session as a training experience for YOU"

3 4 5 6 7 8

18. This sfsslon will infl once the way I teach and/or the way I view others teaching.

1 2 4\ 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

19. How helpful will the things you learned in this session be for the students
in your 5111001 disc ict?

1 4 5 6 7 8 9

/
20. This/session wa a valuable experience.

I.

1 2 5 6 7 8 9
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WORKSHOP SESSION,EVALUATION

ENGEIKEYER
TITLE OF SESSION 1

TITLE OF SESSION 2

CHECK ONE: Teacher Supervisor Administrator

1. To what eAtent was this session related to the teaching concerns of teachers ofslow leainers?

1 T z 3 5 6 7 8 9

2. Uswlinterested would slo learners be in the material presented?

1 3 8 5 6 7 8

3 To what ;.ctent would low learners be challenged by the material?

1 2
/

, 3 5 6 7 8 9

4. I feel tat the mate ial described would be useable by a classroom teacherof slow/learners.

1 1 3 h 5 6 7 8 9

5. This/session would be a orthwhile experience for others in my district.

1 k'2 3 5 6 7 8 9

6. How well wN time apportion .d to this activity?

7. This sessioil was the
alternatiyes for slow

A

type I hoped I would
learr rs.

5

8. Thg presentatt. was well organized.

' 2 3 4 5

1

attend at a conference dealing with

6 7 8 9

6 7 8 2

9. The speaker emonstrated the expertise I would expect from a workshop leader.1

1 4 5 6 7 8 9
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10. Ths speaker demonstrated the creativity I would expect from a leader in the field

1

1

ra
4 5 6

11: /The speaker 4ammunicated his/her ideas well.

2 4 5 6

12. The session offe ed stimulating material.

1 3 4 5 6

13. My' questions wer/ dealt with satisfactorily.

5 a

7 8 9

7 8 9

7 8 9

14. Tolwhat extent you d the content of this session be of practical use for
classrocms in your chool (district)?

1 2
41.

3 4 5 & 7 8

1 2 3 A. 5 6 7 8 9
.0,

..0'

16. This session helped achie e the objectives of this conference.

13. This session provid0 me new understandings about the slow learner.

1 2f 3 4 5 6 7 8
I

I

17. paw syccessful was this session as a treating experience for YOU?

1
...

2. 3 5 6 7 8\

18. This sessioa.will influe, ce the way I teach and /or the way I view others teaching.

1 2
' 5 6 7 8

19. How helpful, will the thi gs you learned in thii session be for the studentsin your lool district?

1
*

3 5 6 7 8 9

20. This session was a val able experience.

1 2
A

3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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WORKSHOP SESSION.EVALUATIONSOW=
TITLE OF SESSION 1

-ramousEssIoN,2

CHECK ONE: Teacher Supervisor Administrator

1. To what extent was this session related to the teaching concerns of teachers of
slow learners?

1 Z 3 1\ 4 5 6 7 8 9

-
\

2. How interestedwould slow Ilf ers be in the material presented?

1 2 3 k 5 6 7 8 9

3. To what extent would slipw arners be challenged by the material?

1 2 3 (
5 6 7 8 9

1

4. I feel eat the materlal d scribed would be useable by a classroom teacher
of slow learners.

i

1 2 3
1
1

5. This session would be wort while experience for others in my district.
I ..

1 2 3 \ 4 5 6
, 7 8 9

5 6 7 8 9

6. How well was time apportionk to this activity?

1 z 3 4 5 6 7 8

7. This session was the type I hop AI would attend at a conference dealing with
alternatives for slow learners.

1 2 3 5

8. The presentation was organized.

1 2

/

9. The speaker dlmo strated the expertise I would expect from a workshop leader.

4 5

6 7 8 9

6 7 8 :9

1 2 3 4 5 6

26
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would expect from a leader Ln the field.

4 5 6 7 8

11: The speakericommuni ted his /her ideas well.

1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9

9

12. The session offled st ..ulating material.

1 2 3 ) 5 6 7 8 9

13. Hy questions were alt with satisfactorily.

/

1 2 6 7 8 9

14. To what extent would e content of this session be of practical use for
classrooms in your\scho 1 (district)?

1 2 3 6 7 8 9

15. This session provided me with w understandings about the slow learner.

ir1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9

16. This session helped achieve t ',objectives of this conference.

1 2 4 5 6 7 8

17. How successful was this s ssi n as a training experience for YOU?

1 2 3 t 5 6 7 8 9

t.

18. This session w `wayinfluent the way / teach and/or the way I view others teaching..

1

1 2 3 4 , 5 6 7 8 9
/

19. How helpful will the things yollearned in this session be for the students
in your school district?

1 2 3
4

6 7 8 9

20. This session was a valubblf experience.
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WORKSHOP SESSION.EVALUATION
STOP&

TITLE OF SESSION 1

TITLE OF SESSION 2

CHECK ONE: Teacher Supervisor Administrator

116

1. To what extent was this session related to the teaching concerns of teachers of
slow learners?

1 z 3T 4 5 6 7 8 9

1...

I

2. How interestedI./mid slow learners be in th terial presented?

I

1 2 4 r 5 6 7 8 9

I

3. To what extent 4uld slow learners be chal nged by the material?

)
1 2 /3 14 5 6 7 8 9

4. I feel that/the material described would be u able by a classroom teacher
of slow 1p4rners.

1 2< 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

5. This sessionSpould be a worthwhile experience for ot rs in my district.

1 2 3 4 5 6

6. How well was time appo'tioned to this activity?

1 2 3 g 5 6 7//
I. This session was the /ype I hoped I would attend at a co erence dealing with

xLAernatives for slw learners.

1 2 37( 4 5 6 7 8 9

/

8. The presentatioA was uell organized.

i

1 2 73 4 5 6 7 8 9

8 9

9. The speaker demrstrated the expertise would expect from a workshop leader.

1 2 3 4 5

28
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10. The sPeaker demonstrated the creativity I would expect from a leader In the field.

3 14 s

11: The speaker comakinicaced his/her idea well.

1 2 31

7 8 9

12. The sessionpffered stimulating material.

1 2 \ 3 5

13. MY questions)Fere dealt with s. sfactorily.

8 9

1 2
5 6 7 8 9

14. To what exteit would the content
classrooms lb your school (district)

1 2

this session be of practical use for

4 5

`s..
15. This session provided me wkth new understandin about the slow learner.

1 2 3 4 -5 6 7 8 9

7 8 9

.0/

16. This session helped sieve the objectives of th s conference.
.0/

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

17. jlow successful was has session as a training expe ience for YOU?

1 2 3 5 6 7 8

18. This session will infllence the way I teach and/or e way I view others teaching.

1 2 3 ) 4 5 6 7 8 9

19. How helpful will [hi things you learned in this se sioo be for the students
in your school disitrict?

1 3/ 4 5 6 7 8 9

20. This session/Gas a valuable experience.

.1.
1 2 3 4 5

29

7 8 9
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SUMNER CONFERENCE

Evaluation of the Workshop Sessions

This second conference, like the first, had four workshop sessions held over

a two day period. Unlike the first conference, however, two of the sessions dealt

primarily with interchange among the conference participants. These two sessions

were entitled "Action Diagnosis" and "Information Sharing and Exchange". All con-

ference participants attended each of these sessions as a group. The other two

sessions involved outside (guest) speakers. For these workshops the groups were

divided so that approximately half of the total participants were involved in

either workshop at any time. The groups were interchanged after the first session.

Each conference participant completed the same twenty item questionnaire that

had been used at the first conference to evaluate the workshop sessions. Each item

on the questionnaire had a nine-point scale with 1 representing the most positive

response. The data collected from the workshop participants were analyzed using an

SPSS package and descriptive statistics were generated. A profile of the ratings

given the two workshop leaders (guests) was prepared giving session 1 and session 11

ratings. These were presented to the conference coordinator to use for feedback to

his speakers. They appear as an appendix to his report. A summary of the session

1 and session 11 ratings was also prepared. The graphs and observations follow.

Also included in an appendix is a factor analysis of the responses on the items for

the two sessions.

Observations From the Graphs of the Workshop Evaluation Ratings

1. Ratings for session 1 and session 11 were quite similar on all

questions.

2. Session 1 received the same ratings or higher ratings than session 11

on the first 13 items in the questionnaire. On the remaining items

the scores remained close to each other but there were several

reversals between ratings for session 1 and session 11 comparatively.
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. Within the groups of participants (teachers, administrators and

supervisors) the ratings of the two sessions remained close from

session to session. Between the three groups, however, marked

differences in ratings did appear. Administrators consistently gave

lower ratings on all questions (items) than either the teachers or

the supervisors. The graphs for these two groups intersect frequently,

however in general, the supervisors tended to give slightly more

positive ratings overall.

Further analysis of the data tends to reinforce the observations made from

the graphs. t-tests were run on the difference between the mean ratings on each

item for session I and session II. Only one item showed significant differences

on the total group evaluation.

Item 9 - The speaker demonstrated the expertise I would expect from a workshop

leader - showed significant difference (t=2.06, p=.043) for all groups, however

no significant differencei-were found within each group. In fact, of all the

80 separate t-tests run (one each for each of the 20 items for the three groups

and for all participants as a single grOup) this was the only test with

significant differences.

Tabulating the data for all workshop sessions yielded the following:

The grand mean for all workshops, for all participants, for all

sessions! a favorable rating with 1 as most favorable and 9 as

most unfavorable

X = 2.7071 s.d. = 1.5485

The separate scores for session 1 and session II indicate the closeness

X = 2.6348 X = 2.7794

s.d. = 1.426 s.d. = 1.671
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Conference Evaluation

In addition to the workshop evaluation, each participant completed a 7 item

conference evaluation. The first five items tapped the contributions (positive

and negative) made by the different factors in the organization of this conference.

The sixth item can be used to compare the ratings given the workshop sessions

to the overall rating given the conference. To do this you must reverse the work-

shop score, which had 1 as the most positive response, to correspond to the con-

ference evaluation score, which used a similar nine point scale with 9 as the most

positive response.

WORKSHOPS

Session I Session II Total Conference

s.d.=6.3652 s.d.=6.2206 s.d.=6.2929 s.d.=7.35

The graph of the conference evaluation questionnaire (see attached) indicated

results similar to those of the workshop evaluations. In general, supervisors

were most favorable in their responses while administrators were least favorable.

It is interesting to note that the greatest difference between groups occurred on

the overall evaluation. Teachers and supervisors were very favorable in their

ratings while administrators were more neutral, though still on the positive side.

Comparison Between the Spring and Summer Conferences

One point of interest is to judge the relative ratings given the two conferences.

This was done by comparing the responses on two specific items which appeared on

both conference evaluation questionnaires.

Item 4 - A team consisting of a teacher, supervisor and administrator from

the same district attended the conference.

Item 6 - Please give your overall evaluation of this conference.

Four different t-tests for the difference between means were run on each of
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all evaluation (item 6) for administrators. Administrators rated this conference

significantly lower (less valuable) than they had rated the Spring conference. It

is interesting to note that both teachers and supervisors gave higher overall ratings

to this conference but the results did not differ significantly from those in April.

The final item on the conference evaluation form asked for a comparison between

the two conferences. It is not surprising to note that Supervisors again were most

positive in their response, administrators most negative but all were close to the

midpoint of the scale feeling that this conference was almost equal in value to the

Spring sessions.

Summary of Free Response

In addition to statistical data gathered on the conference evaluation forms,

participants were given the opportunity to make additional comments. Free responses

were found according to the following breakdowns.

3 of 8 teachers
3 of 6 supervisors
3 of 6 administrators

One person used the comment section to explain why the two conferences were

not comparable in terms of value.

Three (2 supervisors and 1 teacher) indicated that they thought the conference

Was extremely valuable, worthwhile and adaptable to classroom instruction. The

three administrators seemed to feel that this conference lacked a common meeting

among administrators where the logistics of program implementation could have been

discussed. This was a shortcoming of the program and as such the program was prob-

ably of more value for teachers and supervisors than it was for administrators.

One person suggested more emphasis on actual daily classroom organization

and further suggested the showing of films depicting different techniques in use

in the classroom.
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CONFERENCE EVALUATION 8/78

Supervisor Administrator

DIRECTIONS: Consider the numbers on the rating scale as continuous with the descrip-
tion indicating direction. Circle only ONE number in response to each statement.

Indicate the extent to which each of the following characteristics of this conference
contributed to the overall success of the conference.

1. The conference took place before the actual start of the school year rather than
once it was underway.

S T-4 73 -2 -1 0 +1 6 +3 +4
Detracted Contributed Added
greatly nothing . greatly

2. The conference was conducted in the working atmosph ,of an educational facility.
..e .

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 < 1 +2 +3
.Detracted Contributeq. Added

greatly nothing ' greatly

3. The participants were not required to remain tog for the entire duration of the
conference.

-4
Detracted
greatly

-3 -2 -1 0 +1 +E. +3 +4
Contributed Added

nothing greatly

4. A team consisting of a teacher, supervisor and administrator
attended the conference.

-4 -3 -2 -1 .0 +1
Detracted Contributed
greatly nothing

he same district'
.

+2

5. The focus of the conference was presentations by the participa

-4 -3 -2 -1 0
Detracted Conttibuted
greatly . nothing

+1

Please give your overall evaluation of this conference/

1 2

Waste of time
3

04,1+4

ddideci

a greatly

+3 +4
Added

greatly

4 5 .' 8 9

More or less,' 'Extremely Valuable
worthwhilse

. '

Please compare this conference to the Spring co nce..

-4 -3 -2 -1 .//
I , +1 +2 +3 +4

Less valuable About the same More valuable

Please use. the back of this sheet to make any additional comments. Your suggestions
previously were very helpful and we would appreciate more.
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WORKSHOP SESSION.EVALUATION

TITLE OF SESSION 1

TITLE OF SESSION 2

CHECK ONE: Teacher Supervisor Administrator

I. To what extent was this session related to the teaching concerns of teachers ofslow learners?

2. How interes e

1 2 I

3. To what ext

1 2

13 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 -

'would slow learners be in the material presented?

4 5 6 7 8 9

would slow learners be challenged by the material?

4 5 6 7 8 9

4. I feel that he material described would be useable by a classroom teacher
of slow lea era.

1 2 5 6 7 8 9

5. This sessi n \would be a worthwhile experience for others in my district.

1 2 \3 4 5 6 7 8 9

6. How well was time ortioned to this activity?

1 3 5 7 8 9

7. This session was 0-
niternatives for s ow

type I hoped I would attend at a conference dealing with
learrItt-s.

1 2 5 6 7 8 9

S. The prc njation orantzcd.

(1 2 3 4 5 6 7

9. Th ope4kkr deronstrnted the expertise I would expect froi :i a workshop leader.

t....
...1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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10. The speaker demonstrated

the creativity / would expect from a leader in the field.

ir
I 3 4' 5 6 7 8
I

11: Th 4aker communicated
his/her ideas well.

2 1

9

3 4 5

12. The s sslon offered stimulating material.

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1

6 7 8 9

13. Hy qu sdions were dealt with satisfactorily.

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

14. To what extent would the content of this session be of practical use forclassro s in your school (district)?

2
5 & 7 8 9

15. This session provi me with new understandings about the slow learner.

5 6 7 8 9

16. This session help achieve the objectives of this conference.

2 5 6 7 8 9

17. Bow successful was this session as a training experience for YOU?

1 2 5 6 7 8

18. This session viAl influence the way I teach and/or the way I view others teaching.

3 T 4 5 6 7 8 9

19. How helpful vilia lhe things you learned in this cession be for the studentsin your sclloolidif:zrict?

/ I1 2! 4 5 6 7 8 9

20. This sessLon/was a valuable experience.

1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9
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WORKSHOP SESSION.EVALUATION

LI &liriTITLE OF SESSION 1

TITLE OF SESSION 2 14Gt4rf

CHECK ONE: Teacher
Supervisor

Administrator

1. To what extent was this session related to the teaching
concerns of teachers ofslow learners?

1 2
.

2. How interest
.

1 2

$

3. To whatIxt

.5
/.71

4. I feel that
of slow.lear

r?
'

I/
yid slow

I

4 5 6 7 8 9

learners be in the material presented?

Cs 5 6 7 8 9

wct...ld slow learners be challenged by the material?

311, 4 5' 6 7 8 9

iFterial described would be useable by a classroo= teacher

S.
1 2'

5. This .tessi

-D., 00000
1

6. How well valet

5 6 7 8 9

a worthwhile experience
for others in my district.\ 4 5 6 7 6 9\\

ortro)ta to this activity?

7. This session
alternativei:

4 5 6 7 8

the type I hied I would attend at a conference dealing withr slow 1

3 / 5 6 7

8. The eientatl.00rs 411 organized.
IF

.
. OOOOO..

4 6 7 8 9

1

/
-

9. tJe Ore: de4onsrrated
the expertsne I would expect fro-a a workshop

lender.

8 9

3 4 5 6 7 6 9
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10. The speaker demonstrated the creativity I would expect from a leader In the field.

3.

1

1
plakei communicated hi /1'1 ideas 11

11: 'T
his /her --COS we.....

I

I 0 \ k.3
...

i .

4 5 6 7 8 9

. . \
%.

. ,

12. The 4isio& ofAied stimulating material.

'
4 \

1 %S...) 4 5 6 7 8 9/ /
i

.

7-

/ /
13. Hy qu sPlanywere dealt with satisfactorily.

.i.

1 2
3 4 5 & 7 8 9\

\ 1

4 5 6 7 8 9

14. To 'eh t xen would the content of this session be of practical use forclats i.' our school (district)?

4"
4

1 2,
5 & 7 8 9.

,N.\
. S

15. This sessidri aro% l,

e winew understandings about the slow learner..

1 a \S
1 2 A '

..);)p.

6 7 8 9

......

1.

.1 /./- . .

,Ip

16. This sesiAn ped achieve t /objectives of this conference.
/

1 2 .. 3 4 1 6 7 8 9

414

es
II

e. it

ill
17. How sure ful was this sesaon as a ...raining experience for YOU?

.

It

!
1 2 4' 3 4 i I 5 6 7 8 9

1

18. This sess

II

1:1

11 influence he way I teach and/or the way I view others teaching.

19. How helpf
in your s

4 fi 5 6 7 8 9

the thinirs you learned in this eession be for the studentssCri.Lt?
/

z
-----

5 6 7 8 9

20. This a was a valable experience.

1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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WORKSHOP SESS ION .EVALUAT ION

TITLE OF SESSION I AC.final _D /VAMS
TITLE OF SESSION 2 %%IA Q Wt.

CHECK ONE: Teacher Supervisor Administrator

1. To what extent was this session related to the teaching concerns of teachers ofslow learners?

1
,

3 4 5 6 7 8 9I
2. How inter stedjould slow learners be in the material presented?

i

1 2 1 / 4 5 6 7 8 9

I

3. To what e e t could slow learners be
challenged by the material?

2. 2 a, 5 6 7 8

4. I feel tb t th material described would be useable by a classroom teacherof.slow 1 arne.s.

i

1 2 1* 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

5. This se sion {could be a worthwhile experience for others in my district.

1
N, 4 5 6 7 8 9

6. Now well was time NOKtioned to this activity?

3 5 6 7 8 9

7. This session was e type I hoped I would attend at a conference dealing withalternatives fo sl w learners.

1 2

/3
4 5 6 7 8 9

8. The prc Lori was well tirganized.

1

1

1

9. The speaker demonstrated
the expertise I would expect from a workshcp leader.1

A

3 5 6 7 8

1 2 3 5 6 7 6 9
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10. The speaker demonstrated

the creativity t would expect from a leader in the field.

1
1 3 5 6

11: The speakerlcommunicated
his /her ideas well.

1 i 3 4 5 6

\

12. The s ssion \ ffered
stimulating material.

1 2 /3
14 5 6/

13. My scions were dealt with satisfactorily
.

1
-

3 4 5 6

7 8 9

7 8 9

7 8 9

7 8

14. To 't . extent would the
content of this session be of practical use forclass oatAls in your school (district)?

1 )

15. This session pro ed me with
new understandings about the slow learner.

4 5 6 7 8 9

1 2 3

/
16. This session eyed achieve the objectives of this conference.

5 6 7 8 9

1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9

17. Hoy success ul \Jas this session as a training experience for YOU?

1 2 3 1 4 5 6 7 8

18. This session
influence the way I teach and/or the way I view others teaching.

1 2
5 6 7 8 9

19. How helpful vi i thA things you le.ired in ais session be for the studentsIn your school incricr?

1

20.

1

4

Thiel sessi niwan a valuable

5

experience.

6 7 8 9

I
2 4 5 6 7 8 9
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WORKSHOP SESSION.EVALUATION

TITLE OF SESSION 1 40(4114/1.4

--TITLE OF SESSION 2

CHECK ONE: Teacher Supervisor Administrator

1. To what extent was this session related to the Pi:aching concerns of teachers ofslow learners?

3. 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

2. How Jute sted.would slow learners be in the material presented?

3. a 5 6 7 8 9

3. To what tent would slow learners be challenged by the material?

1 2/ .1 4 5. 6 7 8 9

; .

/
4. I feel tha the material described would be useable by a classroom teacherof slw le ners.

1
a 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

I

5. This skssi n would be a worthwhile experience for others in my district.

1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

6. How well wa' fame apportioned to ads activity?

1 4 5 6 7 8 9

7. This sessiok w 3 the type I hoped I would attend at a conference dealing with
ulternativis f r slow learners.

1 2/ 3

/

8. The/pre entation was well

1 t/ 3

I

/

4 5 6 7 8 9

orz:Inized.

4 5 6 7 8 9

9. /The speaker demonstrated the expertise I would expect from a workshop leader.

I

3. 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

4I
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10. The speaker demonstrated

the creativity I would expect from a leader in the field.

1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

14 e speaker communicated his/her ideas well.

1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

12. TA se sion offered
stimulating material.

1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

13. questio s were dealt with satisfactorily.

1
..

2
4 5 7 8 9

.

14. Tikwhat e. tent would the content of this
session be of practical use forclassroom is your school (district)?

1
4 5 6 7 8 9

15. This session pro 'Led mt with new understandings about the slow learner.

16. This session h pcd achieve the objectives of this conference.

1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9

17. How succe6fu was this session as a training experience for YOU?

}
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

I

18. This sesLioa will i flu.1nce the way I teach and/or the way I view others teaching.
I

1 2 , 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
I

19. How helpful will ,. t thinzl you lezn-d
in yourischool d strict.?

I

1 21 4 5
i

20. Thin Jessl,,bn was a valuable experience.
i

L

1 2 3 4 5

in his eession be for the students

6 7 8 9

6 7 8 9

4 2
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WORKSHOP SESSION.EVALUATION

TITLE OF SESSION 1 HALenky

TITLE OF SESSION 2 --

CHECK ONE: Teacher Supervisor Administrator

I. To that extent was this session related to the teaching concerns of teachers ofslow learners?

1 z 13 4 5 6 7 8 9

2. How intereste .wou i slow learners be in the material presented?

1 2

/
)

Z. 5 6 7 8 9

3. To what rxtent woad slow learners be challenged by the material?

1 2( 4 6 7 8 9

4. I feel thAt the m terial described would be useable by a classroom teacherof slow leafners.

1 2 5 6 7 8 9

5. This sessiori you d be a worthwhile experience for others in my district.

1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9

6. How well was time pportioned to this activity?

1 2 3 5 6 7 8

7. This session wais the t pe I hoped I would attend at a conference dealing withalternatives fir slow earners.

1
5

S. The/r ntation was Len organized.

1 a 3 4 5

6 7 8 9

6 7 8 9

9. i e speaker demonstrated the expertice I would expect from a workshop leader.
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10. The speaker demonstrated

the creativity I would expect from a leader in the field.

1. 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

11.4 e speaker communicated
his/her ideas well.

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

12. use = ession offered
stimulating material.

1 2

13. uevions were dealt with satisfactorily.

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1
1 3 4 5 & 7 8 9

14. To what xcent would the content of this session be of practical use forclassOoms in your school (district)?

1 2 C 4 5 6 8 9

.

15. This session provided me ith new understandings about the slow learner.

1 2
)1

4 5 6 7 8 9

16. This session helped ieve the objectives of this conference.

1 2 I/ 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

17. How successful s this session as a training experience for YOU?

1 2
6 7 8

18. This sessien\wl i influence the way I teach and/or the way I view others teaching.

2 4 5 6 7 8 9

19. How helpfulit.ill ie things you learned in this session be for the studentsin your school dis

1 Z
/

/
3 4 5 6 7 8 9

20. This le/ssion wa f a valuable experierce.

1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9

44
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Appendix

Bartlett's Test of Spherity was performed on two 21 variable correlation

matrices consisting of the 20 item workshop evaluation questionnaire statement plus

the variable "position in school." A separate test for workshop session
I and

session II was performed. In each case Chi Square was highly significant beyond

the .01 level (x2=801.96 df=210, p<.002 fa session I, x2=7.23x1075, df=210,

p (.0002 for session II) thus permitting the rejection of the null hypothesis that

the elements of each set are uncorrelated.

These results permitted a factor analytic approach even though there were

relatively few subjects (N=20). Principal Factoring with Iteration, SASS PA 2,

was applied. The estimate of communality was the squared multiple correlation.

A varimax rotation was then applied to the number of components having eigenvalues

greater than or equal to 1.0. Only variables having loadings of greater than .40

in absolute value were deemed significant in the interpretation.

Results - Session I Evaluations

The responses for session I and session II were factored separately. For

session I, 4 factors met the criteria for rotation with these factors accounting

for 77.8% of the total variance. There were 32 loadings with an absolute value

of 0.4 or greater all of which were positive. There were 8 on the first factor,

10 on the second factor, 10 on the third and 4 on the fourth. Nine of the vari-

ables had significant loadings on two or more factors, none loaded on all four and

twelve variables loaded on one and only one factor.

Factor One (Session I)

Factor One may be interpreted as a Professional Evaluation Factor. Of the 8

variables loading on this factor, 5 variables had loadings of from .70 to .87.

Four of these variables dealt with the organization, expertise, creativity and
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communication skills of the speaker. These four variables loaded only on this

factor. Other significant variables dealing with the value of the session in

general, its influence on future teaching, its success as a training experience and

whether the material was stimulating had loadings on this factor as well as on

factor 3. This is interpreted as meaning that these variables not only tap into

how one evaluates another professionals on a professional expertise level but also

into some other factor. Further, and probably more important, in evaluating one's

performance weight is given not only to how the material is presented but also

to the worth of the material presented.

Factor 1 accounted for 72% of the variance.

Factor Two

Factor two has been interpreted as a Relevance Factor. Four variables had

loadings of between .75 and .88 on this factor. These variables had no significant

loadings on any other factor. The items were: "Was the session related to the

teaching concerns of those teaching slow learners?" How interested would slow

learners be, and How challenged would slow learners be. Five variables had sig-

nificant loadings on this as well as on factor 3. These variables, "worthwhile

experience for others, practical use in the classroom, achieving conference ob-

jectives, the general value of the session and helpfulness to students", all tap

a relevance factor however they also contribute to another factor as well.

Factor two accounted for 15.1% of the total variance.

Factor Three

Factor three which accounts for one half the remaining variance is interpreted

to be a Personal Satisfaction Factor. While ten variables had significant loadings

on this factor only two were found with no other significant loadings. These items

were (#19)-- My questions were dealt with satisfactorily and (#15) - The session

provided me with a new understanding about the slow learner. Other variable load-

ing on this factor were doublets (items 5, 12, 14, 17, 18 and 19) or triplets

(items 16, 20). There is a common thread, however, of personal influence or judge-
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ment. The fact that these personal variables also influence other factors is

important. Personal satisfaction factor of variables such as "successful training

experience, influence my teaching, achieve conference objectives, practical, useful

stimulating also appear as variables in factors 1 and 2.

Factor Four

The final factor can be interpreted as an Administrative Disappointment Factor.

Of the four variables showing significant loadings on this factor, Position in School

and judgement of time allocation (loadings of .61 and .65 respectively) had no

significant loadings on any other factor. The other two variables of significance

were item 7, this was the type of session I hoped I would attend, and item 16, the

session achieved the conference objectives. These four items taken in light of the

feedback given by 3 of the six administrators in the free response section of the

conference evaluation form led to the interpretation of disappointment. The ad-

ministrators felt that they did not have enough time together as a separate group.

They felt that the sessions were more valuable for those directly involved in the

curriculum area. As such they were somewhat disappointed with the results.

Results - Session 11

Session II factor analysis yielded only three factors meeting the criteria

established.. These three factors accounted for 78.9% of the total variance or

slightly more than the four factors found for session 1 results. There were 27

loadings with an absolute value of 0.4 or greater of which 26 were positive and

1 negative. 17 variables loaded on the first factor, 8 on the second and only

2 on the third. 6 variables were doublet loads while the remaining 15 variables

loaded on only one factor.

Factor One

Factor one which accounted for 84.1% of the variance contained loadings from

so many 'variables that it can only be interpreted as a General Satisfaction with
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Outcomes Factor. 17 of the 21 variables loaded significantly on this factor, thus

it is probably more important to investigate the variables which did not load on

this factor. Only items 8, 10, 11 and position in school failed to load significantly.

Aside from the position in school variable, all other non-significant variables

dealt with an evaluation of the presenter. The highest loading on Factor I, those

with a 0.8 or greater were items :, 2, 4, 5, 14, 17 and 19. All of these had the

common thread of satisfaction with the interest, usability, practicality, helpfulness

and general success of the session. In reality this factor seems to be a merging

of the Personal Satisfaction and Relevance Factors found in the analysis of session

I. The merging of these two factors seems to have greater weight than the two

factors as separate entities.

Factor Two

Factor Two, accounting for more than half of the remaining variance, 9%, is

almost identical to factor one of the first session, and is again interpreted as

a Professional Evaluation Factor. The heaviest loadings were from variables 8

through 12 dealing with organization, speaker expertise, creativity, communication

skills and the stimulating nature of the material presented. Item 3, the extent

to which slow learners would be challenged by the material, had a lower but still

significant loading (0.52). This is interpreted to mean that in evaluating a

person's performance in presenting material, some valuation is made of the content

and this valuation has an effect on the evaluation of the overall performance.

It should also be pointed out that session II had as one of its components

"Information Sharing". It is possible that as the people became more actively

involved in the session the general satisfaction factor became primary and the

professional evaluation factor (which for this session was really a peer evalu-

ation) became secondary. This could account for the fact that in session I, pro-

fessional evaluation was the factor accounting for the most variance while in

session II it moved to second.
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Factor Three

Factor three does not lend itself to a clear cut label. Only two variables

had loadings on this factor. Position In School had a positive loading of .64

and did not load significantly on any other factor. One might be tempted to give

this label to the third factor. However, useability in the classroom, variable 4,

had a significant negative loading (-.4) on this factor. That would have been

explained by position in school if it weren't for the fact that administrators and

teachers (coded 3 and 1 respectively) gave this item equal ratings. Only super-

visors gave this a more positive rating.

Summary of Guest Speaker Evaluations

Viewing the graphs of the evaluations of both Prof. 4aletsky and Prof.

Hoffman lead to some very simple observations. Both speakers received very

positive ratings on the items tapping a professional evaluation. Their ratings

were between 1 and 2 on all items with 1 being the most positive possible. For

the great majority of items (16 out of 20 for Maletsky and 18 out of 20 for

Hoffman) the second session received more positive ratings than the first. This

indicates that any changes that the speakers made between their session 1 and

session 11 presentations received generally favorable receptions.
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Suggestions For Improvement

The workshop format of the conferences successfully achieved its stated

goals of information dissemination. The evaluation questionnaires clearly

show a high level of participant satisfaction with virtually all of the

workshop leaders at both conferences. They feel that the important factors

were the "away-from-school" setting with all the everyday pressures and problems

out of their minds; the opportunities for interaction particularly during the

overnight conference; particularly effective resource people; and exposure to

a limited number of workshop leaders on a single central theme.

A need was expressed, particularly by the administrators for greater

opportunities to meet with each other and share common problems, particularly

practices in implementation of programs. This will be built into future

conferences.

The difficulty experienced in making field visits illustrates a need to

clarify the role of this aspect of the program. In part, there is need to

strengthen the relationship between project staff and participants. The

overnight Spring Conference created a strong bond between staff and participants,

as well as participants with each other. Instead of exploiting this positive

relationship, the 2-day drive-in Summer Conference, although effective in

dissemination of information, was too short and the relationship weakened.

It is proposed that the summer conference be eliminated and in its place 4 - 6

late afternoon-evening workship dinner meetings be held at Queens College during

the Fall semester. In this way, the bonds that were constructed in the Spring

would be strengthened in the Fall, rather than weakened. Perhaps, one result

would be a different view of the role of the consultant, while another would

be an extension of the willingness for school districts to make a joint effort

to meet common problems.
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The Newsletter was well received and is currently distributed to some

800 educators, including all secondary schools in Queens, Nassau and Suffolk

Counties. The Secondary Education Department at Queens College is considering

making this publication a permanent one, as it seems to be fulfilling an

important local need. It enables dissemination to become a continuous process.

As indicated earlier, a change in the format of the summer conference

will be organized in order to maintain the momentum built by the overnight

conference. A series of evening dinner workshop meetings at Queens College

will replace the summer drive-in conference. It is expected that the change

will also affect the willingness of school districts to take better advantage

of the consultant field visits.
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APPENDIX I

The scores given each of the workshop leaders were tabulated

with means and standard deviations computed. These were divided

into three sets of scores - the presentation given first, Session

the presentation given second, Session II and the total rating

combining both presentations. Table 1 represents the results of

these tabulations,

TABLE 1:

Summary of Ratings for Each Workshop Leader on a Twenty Item

Evaluation Form.

SESSION I SESSION II TOTAL

Hoffman T 2.93 2.00 2.47

sd 1.49 1.17 1.34

Engelmeyer T 3.65 2.13 2,89

sd 1.53 1.29 1.41

Schttlte T 4.05 3.89 3.97

sd 1.68 1.80 1.74

Stopa T 6.10 3.19 4.64

sd 2.08 1.46 1.80

Total T 4.05 2.87 3.46

sd 1.98 1.66 1.83
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These data were analyzed for significant differences between

the mean ratings given each of the leaders on the twenty item

questionnaires. A series of t-tests for the differences between

means were performed pairing each leader with every other leader.

In each pairing, n=20 ( the number of questions) with the total

degrees of freedom for the test ( dad u 38 ). All tests were

performed at a a 5% with tc = 1.68 . Table 2 summarizes the resu4s

of these tests.

Table 2.

T-values for the Difference Between the Mean Ratings given

Each Workshop Leader

SESSION I

H-E t = 1.49- .05<D<01

SESSION II

t= .31 p>.3

TOTAL

t = .96 .12<p<.2

ME-Sc t= 2.23 .01<p<.025 t= 2.46 P..01 t= 3.44 p<.005

= o<.005 t = 4-.49 o<.005 t = 2.17 .01<p<.025

* *
E-Sc t = .80 .2<p<.25 t= 3.56 p<.005 t= 3.05 D<.005

* * *
E-St t = 4.25 p<.005 t= 2.44 .01<p<.02 t = 4.33 p<.005

Sc-St t= 3.42 p<.005 t =71.34 .05<p<.1 t = 1.20 .1<p<0125

13) Reversal of rank for session II

ni = n2 . 20 do f = 38

* significant at = .05
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The results of these tests indicate that the conference

participants judged Hoffman's and Engelmeyer's presentations most

positively with no significant difference between the two in total

rating. The difference between their respective ratings was greater

in the first session but was still not significant at the 0.05 level.

The tests comparing Schulte and Stopa again show no significant

differences in the total. There is, however, a marked change taking

place between session I and session II presentations. In accounting

for this change one can look at the presentations rather than the

ratings. Mr. Stopa, who was a last minute substitution into the

program to repaace a speaker who cancelled two days prior to the

conference, radically changed his presentation between session I

and session II. This change in the type of materials discussed

and in the program described made a great change in the rating given

Mr. Stopa. This change'Vas so great that it produced a reversal in

the relative rank of Stopa and Schulte and yielded a difference

between the two that was almost significant at the .o5 level.
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It is a matter of conjecture whether Mr. Stopa's overall rating would

have been significantly better if both session I and session II had

dealt with the same material. As presented, however, the tests

indicate that while Hof2ftan and Engelmeyer did not differ significantly

and Stopa and Schulte did not differ significantly,both Hoffman and

Engelmeyer had significantly higher ratings than either Schulte or

Stopa.
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APPENDIX II

Bartlett's test of sphericity was performed upon an 8 variable correlation

matrix consisting of 7 conference evaluation. questionnaire items plus the variable

of "position in school," where Teacher was coded 1, Supervisor was coded 2, and

Administrator was coded 3. Chi Square was significant beyond the .01 level

(,)e =60.5, df=28) thus permitting rejection of the hypothesis that the matrix

consists of a set of uncorrelated elements.

These results permitted the application of a factor analytic approach to the

analysis of these data, even though there were a relatively small number of subjects

= 28). Principal Factoring with Iteration, SPSS PA2, was applied. Squared multiple

correlation was used as the estimate of communality. In this procedure, the iterative

processes replace the diagonal elements with new estimates of communality, representing

the variances accounted for by the reduced matrix. When differences between two

successi7e communality estimates are negligible, the procedure terminates. Varimax

rotation was then applied to the number of components having eigen values greater or

equal to 1.0. Only variables having loadings of 1-1-.30 or more were taken into

account in the interpretation.
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Results

Three factors met the criteria for rotati-on. These three factors accounted

for 69.1% Of the total variance. There were 12 loadings with an absolute value

of .30 or greater; 6 on the first factor and 3 each on the two succeeding factors.

Four vari*IPAs Produced significant loadings on two factors, the remaining 4 variables

produced loadings on one factor.

Factor On

Factp% One May be interpreted at The 1121241,221225a.a52- of Overall Participant

Satisfactjal Vith the KeNkshoP. Factor One has its highest loading variable seven,

the overall evaluation of the conference (.85). Variable two, the contribution to

overall saci,sZaction made bx holding. the conference awa from an institutional setting

was quite t;101:)tautial (.83).

Having the Participants remain together Proved to have mixed effects upon the

participano evaluations. Item 3, which tapped respondents assessment of the

contributivo Iadetal.g_t_aysit together dtIS-1...LaL the conference loaded .60 onN.,,

Factor One 40 .53 on Factor Three. This is interpreted to mean that while there

were aspeck Of working together over a protracted period of time that were perceived

as contrib410-11g to the overall satisfaction of Participants with the workshop, some

participants seem to have experienced greater satisfaction than others, satisfaction

sI
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unrelated to the overall evaluation of the workshop. This issue will be elaborated

upon in the discussion of Factor Three.

Variable 4, the idea of a team composed of a teacher, supervisor and administrator

from the same district, was an important component of overall satisfaction loading

.39 on Factor One.

Having the conference take place during a school week--thus providing participants

with a break in routine--was of some importance in overall satisfaction, loading .34

on Factor One.

Last, having resource personnel available before and after the workshops made

a significant contribution to overall satisfaction, loading .31 on the first factor.

Over half (56.2%) the common factor variance was accounted for by Factor One.

(Such a high proportion of common factor variance ought to be expected when column

variance is maximized, as it is in Verimax rotation.)

Factor Two

Factor Two has been interpreted as Satisfaction Between and Among Consultants

and Participants. Factor Two accounts for 29.6% of the common factor variance and

consists of sources of satisfaction independent of overall satisfaction with the

conference. The highest loading on this factor, .79, is on Item 5, the item tapping
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the contribution of informal discussion sessions among participants, and consultants.

Item 6 which has a significant loading on Factor One is a doublet which has

its highest loading, .60, on Factor Two. The only other variable that had a

significant loading on this factor was also a doublet, Item 4, the team approach,

loading .39 on Factor One but having a higher loading, .48, on Factor Two.

These results suggest that respondents made a distinction between those

aspects of the workshop over which direct control could be exercised, such as

scheduling and setting, and evaluations of the satisfactions that proceeded from

interactions between and among consultants and participants. The Factor Analysis

reflects the complexity of their views since all the variables that have a

significant loading on this factor also share some variance with another factor.

For example, adoption of the team idea is an administrative decision which contributed

to their overall satisfaction with the conference but inevitably lead to personal

interactions which, while valued, were seen as independent of direct administrative

control; thus were evaluated along with other sources, of satisfaction such as the

contribution of informal discussions which were interactive and spontaneous in nature.
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Factor Three is interpreted to be Satisfaction with Informal Interactions

Relative to Organizational Status. Factor Three accounts for 14.2% of the common

factor variance. This small, but revealing factor is defined by three variables,

two of which are doublets, the contribution of remaining together (.53), the

status of the individual, (.52), and the contribution of informal discussion, (.48).

It seems reasonably clear that supervisors and administrators valued these

interactions more highly than did teachers, perhaps this difference in valuation

may be attributable to a greater sense of ease that comes from feeling that one's

comments are not being judged by supervisors. This was the only factor in which

the position variable contributed substantial variance.

Inspection of the evaluation questionnaires of the teachers, supervisors and

administrators supports the interpretation that while generally highly valued,

greater satisfaction with informal interactions was to be found among supervisors

and administrators than teachers. Further, no distinction can be made between

supervisors' and administrators' satisfaction with these interactions. This

suggests that the critical status distinction exists between regular teachers and

"others", in this case both administrators and supervisors.
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Table 2

Conference Evaluation Questionnaire:
Salient Loadings on Rotated Factor

Matrix

Questionnaire Items Factor I Factor II Factor III

1.

2.

Occured during week rather
than weekend

Removed from school setting

.34

.83

3. Participants remained together .59 .53

4. Team of Teacher/Super/Admin. .39 .48

5. Informal discussion sessions .79 .48

6. Resource personnel were available .31 .57

7. Overall evaluation of conference .85

8. Position in school .52

Salient variables are defined as those having loadings of +/- .30 or
greater.
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